NARRATIVE
(partial list)

SELMA (2nd Unit)  Paramount Pictures  Dir: Ava DuVernay
Trailer
IN THE MORNING (DP)  Hollywood Africans  Dir: Nefertite Nguvu
Trailer
FLORIDA WATER (DP)  Reveal Film  Dir: Numa Perrier

* DREAMS ARE COLDER THAN DEATH (Doc)  Dir: Arthur Jafa

DIGGY SIMMONS (MOW)  BET Networks  Dir: Aida Ruilova
MEET THE EYE (Short)  Dir: Aida Ruilova
DESHOTTEN (Short)  Dir: Arthur Jafa + Malik Sayeed
DEENA (Short)  Dir: Osk Studio

JUST MARRIED (2nd Unit)  20th Century Fox  Dir: Shawn Levy

THE BLUES: FEEL LIKE GOING HOME (Doc)  BBC  Dir: Martin Scorsese

FRAILTY (2nd Unit)  David Kirschner Productions  Dir: Bill Paxton
EYES WIDE SHUT (2nd Unit)  Warner Brothers  Dir: Stanley Kubrick
CROOKLYN (DP)  Universal Pictures  Dir: Spike Lee
MALCOLM X (2nd Unit)  Warner Brothers  Dir: Spike Lee
DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST (DP)  American Playhouse  Dir: Julie Dash

*2014 NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL- OFFICIAL SELECTION

MUSIC VIDEOS
(partial list)

*2017 Grammy Award Winner – Best R&B Performance

DIRECTORS
(partial list)
Salim Akil, Julie Dash, Ava DuVernay, Alan Ferguson, Sasha Wortzel & Reina Gossett, Lauren Greenfield, Stanley Kubrick, Spike Lee, Shawn Levy, Nefertite Nguyu, Bill Paxton, Numa Perrier, Aida Ruilova, Malik Sayeed, Martin Scorsese, Isaiah Seret